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 Contact your physician before beginning any exercise regime, especially if you have any
blood disease or circulation disorder. The measurement results of this product are for
reference only and are not intended for any medical use or basis.

Button Functions:

 Sports Modes: Shortcut for sports modes sellection

 On/Off: Press for 5 seconds to power on or off. Short press while on the home
screen to turn off the display; on other interfaces, short press to return to the
home screen.

 Function: Press while display is on to bring up the menu; tap an icon to enter its
corresponding menu. Short press to wake the screen.
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Dial Interface:

 Slide to the left to display different clock face.

 Slide to the right to display functions: sports data, heart rate, message, sleep,
weather, sports mode, timer,brightness, find phone, system, shut down, etc.Tap
to enter the corresponding function.

Clock Display:

Press and hold on the clock interface to set a different style.If you want to use a dial, stay
on the dial for 2 seconds, then a green “√” will pop up, indicating that the dial has been
successfully selected.



Always-on mode:

Slid down, there is a always-on mode function button (see picture with red) click to enter
the function, "√" means enter the always-on mode, "X" means to exit the always-on
mode.

Setup:

1. Download and install the Connect Gear app from the App Store or Google Play
Store.

2. Connect and sync data:

a. Bluetooth connection (Android)

In the Connect Gear app, navigate to “Device” and tap the product’s
icon to search for it. Follow the prompts to connect.

b. Bluetooth connection (iOS)

In the Connect Gear app, navigate to “Me” and select “Add Device”.

Tap the product’s icon to search for it. Follow the prompts to connect.

c. Tap the green sync icon (shown below) to sync data and it will update
on the app.

OPERATION



Functions:

Sports Data

Function: Display daily totals of the user’s number of steps, walking distance and calories
burned. The data resets at 0:00 each day.

Operation: Tap motion data display to switch to the step counter interface.

Note:

Do not switch off Bluetooth notifications or close the app’s background activity
as this will affect data synchronization.

FUNCTIONS



Heart Rate

Function: Measure the user's heart rate. After the test is measurement is taken, the
watch will vibrate and the result will be displayed.

Operation: Heart rate measurement begins automatically when the interface is entered.

Message

When connected via Bluetooth, push notifications from your phone will be sent to your
watch.

Sleep

Function: Display the user's sleep time from the previous night taken 21:30–12:00 (next
day).

Operation: Open the interface to view the sleep time of the previous night.

Weather

Displays local weather when connected.

Sports Mode

When in sports mode interface, you can enter specific sports modes such as walking,
running, hiking and biking.

Timer

Tap to start timing and to pause/resume. Slide to the right to return to the home page.

Brightness

Adjust display brightness.



Find phone

When you connect your phone, this option will make your phone vibrate and ring.

System

View the Bluetooth name, version and other information.

Shut Down

Tap to turn the watch off.



Need more information?

This is a Quick Start Guide, and while we hope that this has given you the assistance
needed for a simple set-up, a full user guide outlining all of this product’s instructions

and features can be found online at help.kogan.com


